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**Dates:** 1997-1999  
**Creator:** White, Paul, collector  
**Collection Size:** 1.3 cubic feet, 1 computer disc, 28 MB of digital files

**Introduction**  
Addition of genealogical information on the Draper, McClurg, McGill, Berg, Bonar, Hilton, Mustard, and van Vorhees families. Includes narratives, transcripts of primary sources, and photographic images.

**Donor Information**  
The papers were donated to the University of Missouri by Paul and Jane White on 4 June 2010.

**Note:** See also Draper-McClurg Family Papers (C3069).

**Box List**

**Box 1**  
- Ancestor chart  
- Berg source  
- Bonar source  
- Copyright application (2 folders)  
- Correspondence, 1997-1999  
- Distribution  
- Draper source  
- Hilton source  
- Invoicing  
- McGill family  
  - Genealogy charts  
  - Manuscript  
  - Source material  
- Memorial plates  
- Miscellaneous  
- Mustard source  
- Van Vorhees source  
- Individual List, 1999  
- Berg Narratives  
- McGill Narratives

**Box 2 (gray—partially full)**  
- Draper Genealogy, Vols. I-II, 1999  
- Draper Genealogy (1 c.d.) [duplicate of born digital files]
ACCESSION CA6164
DRAPER-MCCCLURG FAMILY PAPERS

Born Digital Files (Location: NAS)
Articles and Narratives
  Berg family
  Bonar family
  Draper family
  Hilton family
  Johnson family
  McGill family
  Miscellaneous
Photographs
  Berg family
  Bonar family
  Draper family
  Erb family
  Joslyn family
  McGill family
  Miscellaneous